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THE TRANSCENDENTAL RANK
OF A THEORY

ALISTAIR H. LACHLAN

Morley has associated with each countable complete theory
T an ordinal aτ < (2**°)+. It is shown that in fact aτ ^ coi
and that this bound is best possible.

We shall use the notation and terminology of Morley [1], where
aτ is defined to be the least ordinal a such that for all Ae N(T) and
all β > a, Sa(A) = Sβ(A). As in [1] T denotes a complete theory in
a countable language L, T has an infinite model, and there is a theory Σ
such that T=Σ*. If AeN(T) and peS(A), let r(p) = a if p is
transcendental in rank a and let r(p) be undefined otherwise. Also,
if AeN(T) and ψeF(A) define

ί - 1 if U+= 0
r(ψ, A) = ]

(sup{a I p e E/̂  &r(p) = α:} otherwise.

LEMMA. Le£ Ae N(T), ψe F(A), and r(ψ, A) = α. T/̂ ê  /or

/3 < α ίfeerβ e^ίsίs BeN(T), A g 5, απd g e S(B) swA ίfeαί r(g) = /?
e q.

Proof. Assume the hypothesis and for contradiction that no B and
q exist satisfying the conclusion. Then for every Be N(T), A S -B, we
have i J ^ I J ^ n 2V (̂B) = 0 . Thus for all such B, i^1(Uψ)ri(Sβ+1)(B)-
S?(B))=0- Suppose qreTr^ι{B) then for every CeN(T),B^
C, ίS^(g')nSθ+1(C) is a set of isolated points in Sβ+1(C). Thus, if
ψeg\ iβc'iQΊf^S^C) is a set of isolated points in Sβ(C) for all such
C, whence q'e Tr*(B). We conclude that i j ^ ί / ^ n Tr?+ι{B) = 0 for
all BeN(T),AQ B. By induction i2Jx(£/^) ΓΊ Trr(5) = 0 for all 7^/9.
This contradicts the hypothesis and completes the proof of the lemma.

From 2.3(b) and 2.4 of [1] it is possible to choose B in the con-
clusion of the lemma such that κ{B — A) = #0; we shall make use of
this fact below.

Before proceeding further we need some more definitions. A
language L1 is said to be a simple extension of a language Lo if it is
obtained by adjoining y$0 individual constants to Lo. For any language
U let F(U) denote the set of formulas of L' which have no free
variable other than v0. For each neω let Sn denote the set of all
sequences of O's and Γs of length <^n; the empty sequence 0 is
allowed. For se Sn and i <g 1, s*<V> denotes the member of Sn+i
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